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TransionosphericTransionospheric PropagationPropagation
•     Earth / space communication•     Earth / space communication

OutlineOutline –– Lecture 2Lecture 2

•• Radio tomography Radio tomography 
•     Imaging ionospheric electron density•     Imaging ionospheric electron density

•• Effects of space weatherEffects of space weather
•     High•     High--latitude ionosphere latitude ionosphere 



Tomographic ImagingTomographic ImagingTomographic ImagingTomographic Imaging

•• Obtain image from its projections Obtain image from its projections 

•• Line integrals along intersecting ray pathsLine integrals along intersecting ray paths

•• Mathematical ideas long understoodMathematical ideas long understood

•• Development of computers in 1960sDevelopment of computers in 1960s

•• CAT scannersCAT scanners

•• Successes in medical diagnosticsSuccesses in medical diagnostics

•• Applications to geophysicsApplications to geophysics

•• Radio tomography of ionosphereRadio tomography of ionosphere

•• New experimental techniqueNew experimental technique



Ionospheric TomographyIonospheric Tomography

•• Use radio signals from satellitesUse radio signals from satellites

•• Receive at chain of ground stationsReceive at chain of ground stations

•• Measure line integral of electron density (TEC)Measure line integral of electron density (TEC)

•• TEC along intersecting ray pathsTEC along intersecting ray paths

•• Invert data sets in reconstruction algorithmInvert data sets in reconstruction algorithm

•• Obtain 2D image of electron densityObtain 2D image of electron density

•• LargeLarge--scale spatial structure of ionospherescale spatial structure of ionosphere



Spatial Structure in IonosphereSpatial Structure in Ionosphere

•• Why develop radio tomography?Why develop radio tomography?

•• Most experimental techniques give Most experimental techniques give timetime seriesseries

•• Tomography gives Tomography gives spatialspatial imagesimages

•• WideWide--areaarea cover from limited ground stationscover from limited ground stations

•• Remote and inaccessible regionsRemote and inaccessible regions

•• TEC gradients importantTEC gradients important

•• Possible errors in radio system operationPossible errors in radio system operation



Radio Tomography using LEO SatellitesRadio Tomography using LEO Satellites

•  NIMS •  NIMS –– Navy Ionospheric Monitoring SatellitesNavy Ionospheric Monitoring Satellites

•  up to six satellites, formerly NNSS•  up to six satellites, formerly NNSS

•  circular polar orbits at 1100 km altitude•  circular polar orbits at 1100 km altitude

•  chain of ground receiving stations•  chain of ground receiving stations

•  measure total electron content along ray paths•  measure total electron content along ray paths



Radio Tomography Radio Tomography --

ReconstructionReconstruction



Tomographic ImageTomographic Image



Basics of ionospheric tomography Basics of ionospheric tomography -- pixelspixels

AAijij length oflength of ii thth ray path inray path in jj thth pixelpixel

xxjj electron density inelectron density in jj thth pixelpixel

yyii electron content along electron content along ii thth

ray path is approximated byray path is approximated by

yyii == AAijij xxjj , summed from , summed from j =1 to Nj =1 to N

For all ray paths between satellite and ground stationsFor all ray paths between satellite and ground stations

MM such simultaneous equationssuch simultaneous equations

In matrix notation:In matrix notation:

y = y = AxAx

yy -- slant total electron content measurementsslant total electron content measurements

xx -- unknown electron densitiesunknown electron densities

•• The problem for ionospheric tomography is to solve The problem for ionospheric tomography is to solve 

this equation to find the electron densitiesthis equation to find the electron densities



Tomographic Algorithms Tomographic Algorithms -- IterativeIterative

•• Early algorithms used Early algorithms used Row Action MethodsRow Action Methods

•• IterativeIterative solutionssolutions

•• Successive corrections to an assumed initial Successive corrections to an assumed initial 

Background IonosphereBackground Ionosphere

•• ART (Algebraic Reconstruction Technique)ART (Algebraic Reconstruction Technique)

After k iterations the set of electron densities is given After k iterations the set of electron densities is given byby

wherewhere

withwith aaii representing therepresenting the ii thth row of row of AA andand kk a relaxation constant <1a relaxation constant <1



Tomographic Algorithms Tomographic Algorithms –– Direct InversionDirect Inversion

Discrete Inverse Theory (DIT)Discrete Inverse Theory (DIT)

•• Many different mathematical techniques have been used by Many different mathematical techniques have been used by 

different workersdifferent workers

•• Finding an appropriate Finding an appropriate background ionospherebackground ionosphere to initialise any to initialise any 

algorithm is the algorithm is the key to ionospheric tomographykey to ionospheric tomography

•• Use extension of DIT method ofUse extension of DIT method of FremouwFremouw et al. (1992 and 1994) to et al. (1992 and 1994) to 

obtainobtain background ionospherebackground ionosphere

•• Described by linear combination of a number of Described by linear combination of a number of basis functionsbasis functions

with different with different weightingsweightings



TwoTwo--Stage Reconstruction ProcessStage Reconstruction Process

1. Find1. Find largelarge--scale structurescale structure:  Extension of the method of :  Extension of the method of 

FremouwFremouw et al. (1992 and 1994). Nonet al. (1992 and 1994). Non--iterativeiterative

approach of Discrete Inverse Theory (DIT). approach of Discrete Inverse Theory (DIT). 

Vertical structureVertical structure:  Six empirical orthogonal functions :  Six empirical orthogonal functions 

(EOFs) obtained from a large set of Chapman (EOFs) obtained from a large set of Chapman 

profiles. For each 1 degree latitude, the vertical profiles. For each 1 degree latitude, the vertical 

plasma distribution is described in terms of a plasma distribution is described in terms of a 

combination of the EOFs. combination of the EOFs. 

Horizontal structureHorizontal structure:  Plasma distribution represented by :  Plasma distribution represented by 

Fourier expansion, weighted by the constraint of a Fourier expansion, weighted by the constraint of a 

oneone--dimensional power law.dimensional power law.



First Stage of ReconstructionFirst Stage of Reconstruction

To obtain To obtain basis functions basis functions 

•• vertical form:   Chapman profiles of E and F regions vertical form:   Chapman profiles of E and F regions 

•• spanning complete range found in data set of spanning complete range found in data set of 

•• peak heights, peak heights, 

•• scale heights and scale heights and 

•• scalescale--height gradients in topsideheight gradients in topside

•• horizontal structure:  Fourier series with powerhorizontal structure:  Fourier series with power--law taper law taper 

•• UseUse truncated Singular Value truncated Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD)Decomposition (SVD) to obtain set of to obtain set of 

EmpiricalEmpirical OrthonormalOrthonormal FunctionsFunctions

((EOFsEOFs) to form ) to form basis.basis.

•• Background ionosphereBackground ionosphere can be described can be described 

byby linear combinationlinear combination of these withof these with

differentdifferent weightingsweightings



Tomography Algorithms Tomography Algorithms –– Discrete Inverse TheoryDiscrete Inverse Theory
Background ionosphereBackground ionosphere described by described by linear combinationlinear combination of a number of of a number of 

basis functionsbasis functions with different with different weightingsweightings

b  =  B xb  =  B x

bb -- thethe electron densityelectron density values in pixels, values in pixels, 

BB -- basis functionsbasis functions representing ionosphererepresenting ionosphere

xx -- weightweight given to each basis functiongiven to each basis function

UsingUsing HH -- geometrygeometry matrix of path/pixel intersectionsmatrix of path/pixel intersections

yy -- measured TECmeasured TEC TEC through background (TEC through background (HBxHBx))

ThusThus y  =  H B x y  =  H B x oror y  =  A xy  =  A x

where nowwhere now A  =  H BA  =  H B



Tomography Algorithms Tomography Algorithms –– Discrete Inverse TheoryDiscrete Inverse Theory

Need to solveNeed to solve y  =  A xy  =  A x

•• Reformulate to avoid need for Reformulate to avoid need for absolute calibrationabsolute calibration of  measured TEC of  measured TEC 

•• UseUse yy asas differencesdifferences in TEC between successive ray paths, that is, use in TEC between successive ray paths, that is, use 

relative TECsrelative TECs

•• Solve to find Solve to find xx -- the weight given to each basis function in the linear the weight given to each basis function in the linear 

combination that best describes the background ionospherecombination that best describes the background ionosphere,,

consistent with the measured TECconsistent with the measured TEC



Second Stage of ReconstructionSecond Stage of Reconstruction

2.2. FindFind smallersmaller --scale structurescale structure::

IterativeIterative second stage uses second stage uses background ionospherebackground ionosphere

generated by the first stagegenerated by the first stage as starting condition foras starting condition for

algebraic reconstruction technique (ART)algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) algorithm.algorithm.

•• Image Grid:Image Grid:

Altitude:  25 km    Latitude:  0.25 degreeAltitude:  25 km    Latitude:  0.25 degree

•• Can use method to incorporate other types of ionospheric Can use method to incorporate other types of ionospheric 

measurementsmeasurements -- for example, ionosonde datafor example, ionosonde data



Radio Tomography:Radio Tomography:

Advantages and LimitationsAdvantages and Limitations

AdvantagesAdvantages

•• New experimental techniqueNew experimental technique

•• Spatial images of largeSpatial images of large--scale density structuresscale density structures

•• Wide coverage from limited ground stations Wide coverage from limited ground stations 

•• Complementary role to other instrumentsComplementary role to other instruments

LimitationsLimitations

•• Understood at early stageUnderstood at early stage

•• LimitedLimited--angle technique, no horizontal ray pathsangle technique, no horizontal ray paths

•• Incomplete information on vertical structureIncomplete information on vertical structure

•• Temporal coverage dependent on satellite orbitsTemporal coverage dependent on satellite orbits



Does it work?Does it work?

Experimental station chains used by UWA groupExperimental station chains used by UWA group

UKUK

SvalbardSvalbard

ScandinaviaScandinavia



Does it work?Does it work?

Verification using EISCAT radarVerification using EISCAT radar



Radio Tomographic Imaging:Radio Tomographic Imaging:

Applications to practical radio systemsApplications to practical radio systems

•• Complementary to ionosonde measurementsComplementary to ionosonde measurements

•• Validation of ionospheric modelsValidation of ionospheric models

•• Mapping of ionospheric parameters Mapping of ionospheric parameters 

•• Oblique soundingOblique sounding

•• HF ray tracing HF ray tracing 

•• HF direction finding HF direction finding 

•• Space weather Space weather 



Radio Tomography and IonosondesRadio Tomography and Ionosondes
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Tomography and Testing of Empirical or Tomography and Testing of Empirical or 

Parameterised ModelsParameterised Models

Tomography UK PIM

IRI-95 COST238

DabasDabas and Kersley (2003)and Kersley (2003)



Model Validation Model Validation -- Coupled Thermosphere Coupled Thermosphere 

IonosphereIonosphere PlasmaspherePlasmasphere Model (SUCTIP)Model (SUCTIP)

IdendenIdenden et al. et al. 

(1999)(1999)



Radio Tomographic Imaging:Radio Tomographic Imaging:

Applied to Applied to mapping of ionospheric parametersmapping of ionospheric parameters

Maps of peak electron density (NmF2) over EuropeMaps of peak electron density (NmF2) over Europe

a) IRIa) IRI--95 alone95 alone b) IRIb) IRI--95 plus 95 plus 

tomographytomography

DabasDabas and Kersley (2003)and Kersley (2003)



Validation of foF2 MapsValidation of foF2 Maps

•• Tomography from UK Tomography from UK 

stations + Chilton stations + Chilton 

ionosondeionosonde

•• Validation using Validation using 

ionosondes near ionosondes near 

trough and at midtrough and at mid--

latitudeslatitudes



Validation of Maps using IonosondesValidation of Maps using Ionosondes

•• Use of tomographic image gives better agreement with Use of tomographic image gives better agreement with 

ionosonde foF2 than any of the models aloneionosonde foF2 than any of the models alone

•• Potential for Potential for nowcastingnowcasting



Other forms of ionospheric ‘tomography’Other forms of ionospheric ‘tomography’

•• Statistical imaging of ionospheric irregularitiesStatistical imaging of ionospheric irregularities

•• GPS imagingGPS imaging

TEC mapTEC map Electron density imageElectron density image

•• Follow temporal changesFollow temporal changes •• Limited height resolutionLimited height resolution



TransionosphericTransionospheric propagation and space propagation and space 

weatherweather

•• Space weather and the solar windSpace weather and the solar wind

•• IMFIMF

•• reconnectionreconnection

•• convectionconvection

•• Plasma structures at high latitudesPlasma structures at high latitudes

•• Signatures of spaceSignatures of space--weather processesweather processes

•• reconnectionreconnection

•• auroraeaurorae

•• tongues, patches and holestongues, patches and holes

•• main trough and boundary blobsmain trough and boundary blobs

•• storms,storms, SEDsSEDs and midand mid--latitude features latitude features 



Space weather and highSpace weather and high--latitudelatitude

ionosphereionosphere
•• Magnetic field linesMagnetic field lines

•• ‘railway lines’ and ‘telephone wires’ of space‘railway lines’ and ‘telephone wires’ of space

•• Field lines converge in highField lines converge in high--latitude ionospherelatitude ionosphere

•• different plasma populationsdifferent plasma populations

•• widely separated regions of space widely separated regions of space 

•• in close proximity in close proximity 

•• HighHigh--latitude ionospherelatitude ionosphere

•• spatially and temporally variablespatially and temporally variable

•• Tomographic imagesTomographic images

•• spatial structure of plasmaspatial structure of plasma

•• information about spaceinformation about space--

weather processes far out in spaceweather processes far out in space



Space WeatherSpace Weather

Sun and Sun and CMEsCMEs Solar windSolar wind ‘Garden‘Garden--hose effecthose effect

BByy

BBZZ

+north+north

--southsouth

‘Ballerina’ model‘Ballerina’ model Interplanetary magnetic field (IMF)Interplanetary magnetic field (IMF)



Space Weather and the EarthSpace Weather and the Earth

Geomagnetic cavityGeomagnetic cavity

•• distortion of geomagnetic fielddistortion of geomagnetic field

•• polar cuspspolar cusps

•• ‘‘openopen’’ andand ‘‘closedclosed’’ field linesfield lines

•• reconnectionreconnection



ReconnectionReconnection
Interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) Interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) southwardsouthward

BBZZ negativenegative

IMF Magnetosphere

Neutral point Neutral point 

Flux transfer eventFlux transfer event

FTEFTE



IMFIMF southwardsouthward ,, BBzz negativenegative

ReconnectionReconnection nearnear equatorialequatorial planeplane



Reconnection and the highReconnection and the high--latitude ionospherelatitude ionosphere
SunSun

1212

1818 0606

2424
•• Open polar cap Open polar cap –– entry of plasma from dayside entry of plasma from dayside 

•• Fast antiFast anti--sunwards flow of plasma across polar capsunwards flow of plasma across polar cap

•• Return flows at lower latitudeReturn flows at lower latitude

SouthwardSouthward IMFIMF

BBzz negativenegative
Polar plotPolar plot

Magnetic Local Time Magnetic Local Time 

vsvs

Magnetic LatitudeMagnetic Latitude

ExBExB plasma convectionplasma convection



Convection patterns and IMF BConvection patterns and IMF Byy

•• Cusp rotated from magnetic noonCusp rotated from magnetic noon

•• TwinTwin--cell patterns cell patterns 



Lobe reconnectionLobe reconnection
Interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) Interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) northwardnorthward

BBZZ positivepositive



IMFIMF northwardnorthward ,, BBzz positivepositive

Reconnection inReconnection in magnetosphericmagnetospheric lobelobe

•• Initial flow sunwardsInitial flow sunwards

•• Polar cap closed to dayside plasmaPolar cap closed to dayside plasma



Convection patterns for different IMF Convection patterns for different IMF 

orientations,orientations, BBzz and Band Byy

•• Polar cap expands Polar cap expands 

to lower latitudes to lower latitudes 

as IMFas IMF BBzz increasesincreases

negativenegative

•• Shrunken closed Shrunken closed 

polar cap with polar cap with BBzz

positivepositive

•• Convection is the key process for understanding of structures Convection is the key process for understanding of structures 

in the highin the high--latitude ionospherelatitude ionosphere



Tomography at high latitudesTomography at high latitudes

UWA station chainUWA station chain

•• SvalbardSvalbard under dayside cuspunder dayside cusp

•• Can study structures linked to spaceCan study structures linked to space--weatherweather

processesprocesses -- like reconnection like reconnection 



Structures in electron density at high latitudes Structures in electron density at high latitudes 

linked to space weatherlinked to space weather

EnhancementsEnhancements

DepletionsDepletions

IrregularitiesIrregularities

6060 MLatMLat

12 MLT12 MLT



Structures in dayside cuspStructures in dayside cusp

•• Signatures of reconnection Signatures of reconnection 

processesprocesses

•• Cusp irregularities cause Cusp irregularities cause 

scintillationscintillation



Ionospheric Footprint of  Equatorial ReconnectionIonospheric Footprint of  Equatorial Reconnection

•• Open/closed field line boundaryOpen/closed field line boundary

•• EE--region structures region structures ––upwards FACupwards FAC

•• Upper F region Upper F region –– downwards FACdownwards FAC

•• Slope in peak height Slope in peak height -- energy dispersion of FTE precipitationenergy dispersion of FTE precipitation



Ionospheric Footprint of Lobe ReconnectionIonospheric Footprint of Lobe Reconnection

•• AdiaroicAdiaroic boundaryboundary –– no flux transferno flux transfer

•• Reverse dispersion signature Reverse dispersion signature 



Tongue of ionisationTongue of ionisation

IMFIMF negativenegative

ieie southwardsouthward

Ionisation from sunlit Ionisation from sunlit 

dayside is dayside is convectedconvected

into polar cap and carried into polar cap and carried 

across to across to nightsidenightside inin

antianti--sunward flowsunward flow



Modelling of tongue of ionisation Modelling of tongue of ionisation 

(TOI)(TOI)

Bowline et al. (1996)Bowline et al. (1996)



Evidence for TOI from tomography chainEvidence for TOI from tomography chain

BByy positivepositiveBByy negativenegative

Dayside preDayside pre--noon sectornoon sector

TEC plotsTEC plots



PolarPolar--cap patchescap patches

•• TOI broken up into patchesTOI broken up into patches

•• Many different mechanisms proposed Many different mechanisms proposed 

•• 100 to 1000 km size100 to 1000 km size

•• Electron density may change by > 5xElectron density may change by > 5x

•• ConvectConvect at high speed in antiat high speed in anti--sunward flowsunward flow

•• Steep gradients Steep gradients 

•• Instability mechanisms generate irregularitiesInstability mechanisms generate irregularities

•• RadioRadio--wave scintillation wave scintillation 



First IITC CampaignFirst IITC Campaign

Tongue of Ionisation in the Polar CapTongue of Ionisation in the Polar Cap

SUCTIP Model SUCTIP Model 

(Denton et al.)(Denton et al.)

SvalbardSvalbard (Kersley et al.)(Kersley et al.)

Greenland (Bust et al.)Greenland (Bust et al.)

GPS TECGPS TEC

(Jakowski)(Jakowski)

Kersley et alKersley et al., Radio SciRadio Sci 2005., 2005



Second IITC CampaignSecond IITC Campaign

s1 s2

s3 s4

s5 s6

g1 g2

g3 g4

g5 g6

GreenlandGreenland SvalbardSvalbard

Middleton et al., 2005Middleton et al., 2005



‘TOI’ under northward IMF‘TOI’ under northward IMF

•• ‘tongue’ of enhanced ionisation ‘tongue’ of enhanced ionisation convectingconvecting roundround

edge of closed polar capedge of closed polar cap

Middleton et al., 2005Middleton et al., 2005



Polar hole in ionisationPolar hole in ionisation

•• Flux tubes circulating in Flux tubes circulating in 

winter darkness in winter darkness in 

dawn cell dawn cell 

•• No productionNo production

•• Loss processes dominateLoss processes dominate

•• Very low densitiesVery low densities



Polar holePolar hole

•• Very low densities in dawn cell Very low densities in dawn cell 

•• Flux tubes circulating in winter darknessFlux tubes circulating in winter darkness



AuroralAuroral ionisationionisation

•• Precipitation in Precipitation in auroralauroral

zonezone

•• Localised and transient Localised and transient 

structures in electron structures in electron 

densitydensity

•• SmallSmall--scales cause scales cause 

scintillationscintillation



AuroralAuroral ionisationionisation

AuroralAuroral formsforms Precipitation typesPrecipitation types



AuroralAuroral ionisationionisation

AllAll--sky camerasky camera

RedRed

630.0nm630.0nm

GreenGreen

557.7nm557.7nm



Main troughMain trough

•• Main or midMain or mid--latitude trough latitude trough 

•• AuroralAuroral / mid/ mid--latitudelatitude

ionosphere boundary ionosphere boundary 

•• Most significant feature of Most significant feature of 

subsub--auroralauroral ionosphereionosphere

at nightat night

•• Difficult to modelDifficult to model



Formation of TroughFormation of Trough



Trough ImagesTrough Images



Validation of SUCTIP ModelValidation of SUCTIP Model

Latitude of trough minimumLatitude of trough minimum vsvs MLT for quiet geomagnetic MLT for quiet geomagnetic 

conditionsconditions

+  Tomography+  Tomography

*  Model*  Model

Balthazor et al. (2002)



Parameterised trough TECs obtained Parameterised trough TECs obtained 

experimentally for use in model validationexperimentally for use in model validation

Median TEC vs Latitude
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1. Quiet geomagnetic conditions1. Quiet geomagnetic conditions

Median TEC vs Latitude
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Pryse et al., Pryse et al., Radio Sci.,Radio Sci., 20062006



Ionospheric storms Ionospheric storms –– spacespace

weather effects at midweather effects at mid--latitudelatitude

•• Expansion of polar capExpansion of polar cap

•• Heating in Heating in auroralauroral zonezone

•• EquatorwardEquatorward windswinds

•• Lighter oxygen atomsLighter oxygen atoms

•• Positive phase with increased densitiesPositive phase with increased densities

•• ElectrodynamicElectrodynamic effectseffects

•• Storm enhanced densitiesStorm enhanced densities

•• Collapse of ionisation in late afternoonCollapse of ionisation in late afternoon

•• Very steep spatial and temporal gradientsVery steep spatial and temporal gradients

•• Negative phaseNegative phase

•• Molecular rich atmosphereMolecular rich atmosphere

•• Depleted densitiesDepleted densities

•• Last for several daysLast for several days



Contraction ofContraction of plasmapauseplasmapause atat

storm onsetstorm onset

•• Very important consequences in midVery important consequences in mid--latitude ionosphere (latitude ionosphere (SEDsSEDs))



Storm enhanced densities (Storm enhanced densities (SEDsSEDs) at mid) at mid--latitudeslatitudes

GPS TEC map over GPS TEC map over 

USA during large stormUSA during large storm

(Carpenter, 2004) 

Tomographic image of SEDTomographic image of SED

event over Europeevent over Europe
(Carpenter, 2004) 

•• Note steep gradientsNote steep gradients

•• Localised features on this kind pose serious potential problemLocalised features on this kind pose serious potential problemss

for operation of GPSfor operation of GPS--based systems like WAAS, EGNOS, etcbased systems like WAAS, EGNOS, etc



ConclusionsConclusions

•• Space weather affects the highSpace weather affects the high--latitude ionospherelatitude ionosphere

•• Many processes cause structures in electron density and TECMany processes cause structures in electron density and TEC

•• Steep gradients on many different scalesSteep gradients on many different scales

•• Spread to midSpread to mid--latitudes during disturbed conditionslatitudes during disturbed conditions

•• Difficult to model complexities Difficult to model complexities 

•• Important consequences for radio systems using Important consequences for radio systems using 

transionospherictransionospheric propagationpropagation


